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Abstract

We investigate by atomic force microscopy (AFM) the surface relief resulting from martensitic tetragonal to monoclinic phase

transformation induced by low temperature autoclave aging in ceria-stabilized zirconia. AFM appears as a very powerful tool to

investigate martensite relief quantitatively and with a great precision. The crystallographic phenomenological theory is used to pre-

dict the expected relief induced by the transformation, for the particular case of lattice correspondence ABC1, where tetragonal c

axis becomes the monoclinic c axis. A model for variants spatial arrangement for this lattice correspondence is proposed and val-

idated by the experimental observations. An excellent agreement is found between the quantitative calculations outputs and the

experimental measurements at nanometer scale yielded by AFM. All the observed features are explained fully quantitatively by

the calculations, with discrepancies between calculations and quantitative experimental measurements within the measurements

and calculations precision range. In particular, the crystallographic orientation of the transformed grains is determined from the

local characteristics of transformation induced relief. It is finally demonstrated that the strain energy is the controlling factor of

the surface transformation induced by low temperature autoclave treatments in this material.

� 2004 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The martensite transformation model, developed ini-

tially by Bain [1], has now been the object of almost a

century of investigations. It was originally associated
to the transformation occurring in steel quenching: the

austenite, formed at high temperature, transforms to

martensite by rapid cooling to avoid species diffusion.

By extension, the martensitic transformation term is

associated to transitions occurring in a fairly large num-
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ber of materials exhibiting characteristics described by

the following definition: ‘‘A martensitic transformation

is a first order displacive structural transition exhibiting

lattice invariant strain, essentially composed of a shear

strain’’. The first order displacive term means that the
transformation involves atomic displacements small

but finite (about a tenth of the atomic spacing), and per-

fectly correlated for a large number of atoms. No atomic

diffusion is occurring during the transition, so that it

may occur at any temperature, without changing either

the atomic order or the chemical composition. The

atomic shifts are such that they lead to a homogeneous

strain of the crystal lattice, with a small volume change
as compared to the shear components.
ll rights reserved.
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The models developed to describe a martensitic trans-

formation are however not specific to a particular mate-

rial. Martensitic transformation also occurs in a number

of minerals and ceramics, which have also been investi-

gated for decades. Among these ceramics, the tetragonal

to monoclinic phase transformation in zirconia is mar-
tensitic in nature. This transformation has been investi-

gated for both its positive (transformation toughening)

and negative consequences (low temperature degrada-

tion, microcracking). The tetragonal (P42/nmc) to

monoclinic (P21/c) transformation occurs at �1223 K

(Ms) on cooling in pure zirconia, and is accompanied

by a shear strain of �0.16 and a volume expansion of

�0.04. The transformation is reversible and occurs at
�1423 K (As) on heating. By alloying with oxides such

as Y2O3 or CeO2, a fully tetragonal phase microstruc-

ture can be obtained, with an Ms temperature such that

spontaneous transformation does not occur on cooling

to room temperature. Transformation can then be trig-

gered by the action of water, by low temperature treat-

ments (typically 350–500 K) in steam autoclave.

The macroscopic consequences of the transformation
have been widely investigated, and several phenomeno-

logical theories have been developed, based on the crys-

tallographic characteristics, to predict in particular the

expected relief changes associated to the transformation

strain. However, very few quantitative reports of the

transformation induced relief may be found in the liter-

ature, which is not surprising considering the scale at

which the transformation is occurring. The martensite
transformation has been mainly investigated in metals,

for its importance in shape memory alloys. In absence

of an appropriate technique allowing investigating the

relief at the nanometer scale, the transformation has

been studied mainly by optical methods or with trans-

mission electron microscopy. The modified mechanical

and chemical environments in thin foils affect drastically

the transformation behaviour. These results might there-
fore be questioned when compared to the behaviour of

bulk samples.

Quite fortunately, the recent developments of scan-

ning tunnelling microscopy (STM) and atomic force

microscopy (AFM) [2] provide the scientific community

with powerful tools to investigate phenomena character-

ized by relief variations at a nanometer scale and even

below. Few reports might be found on martensite in iron
based alloys [3–5]. The absence of specific sample prep-

aration and the possibility of observing bulk non-con-

ductive materials make AFM very attractive to study

martensitic transformation in ceramics and zirconia in

particular. Very few reports [6–8] can be found of mar-

tensitic relief investigations in zirconia by atomic force

microscopy, all of which being still very preliminary.

In the present paper, relief induced by the martensitic
transformation in ceria stabilized zirconia is predicted

and measured with precision. The phenomenological
crystallographic theory is applied with Kajiwara�s ap-

proach [9] to this particular case and the experimental

results are compared to the calculations outputs. A

model for variants growth and spatial arrangement is

proposed and validated by the experimental observa-

tions. All of the complex spatial arrangements observed
experimentally are completely explained in a quantita-

tive manner by calculation results.
2. Experimental techniques

Ceria stabilized zirconia (Ce-TZP) materials were

processed by classical processing route, using Zirconia
Sales Ltd powders, with isostatic pressing and sintering

at 1823 K for 2 h. Residual porosity was negligible.

Samples were mirror polished with standard diamond

based products.

The martensitic transformation was induced by a

thermal treatment in water vapour. This kind of treat-

ment is known to induce the tetragonal to monoclinic

phase transformation at the surface of zirconia [10,11],
though the underlying chemical mechanism for transfor-

mation is still a matter of debate. These treatments were

conducted in autoclave at 413 K, in saturated water va-

pour atmosphere, with a 2 bar pressure, inducing phase

transformation at the surface of the samples with time.

AFM experiments were carried out with a D3100

nanoscope from Digital Instruments Inc., using oxide

sharpened silicon nitride probes (Nanosensor, CONT-R

model) in contact mode, with an average scanning speed

of 10 lm s�1. Since the t–m phase transformation is

accompanied by a large strain, surface relief is modified

by the formation of monoclinic phase. The vertical res-

olution of AFM allows following very precisely the

transformation induced relief.
3. Correspondence choice

In zirconia, it has been shown [12] that several lattice

correspondences and lattice invariant shears can be fol-

lowed. Three possible lattice correspondences exist,

called ABC, BCA and CAB, which imply that at, bt, ct
of the tetragonal phase changes into am, bm, cm; bm,

cm, am and cm, am, bm, respectively. The correspondence
choice for applying here the crystallographic phenome-

nological theory [13,14] is made in regards of the first

experimental features revealed by AFM, shown in Fig. 1:

� Transformation induced relief is locally constituted

by sets of 4 variants, which seem to exhibit a fourfold

symmetry. This indicates that the free surfaces where

the observations are done are not very far from the
(001)t plane of the tetragonal phase.



Fig. 1. Transformation induced relief in the first stages of autoclave

aging treatment.
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� The relief displacement occurs always outside of the

matrix surface. This suggests that the observed vari-

ants are the ones which reject at most the volume

change towards the surface. This should lead to a

large decrease of the transformation induced elastic

stresses within the volume, making this configuration

much more favourable to occur from an energetic

point of view.
Table 1

Main features of the martensite plates corresponding to the three corresponde

Kajiwara phenomenological crystallographic approach [9]

Lattice

correspondence

Lattice invariant

sheara
Magnitude

of g

Habit plane

normalb

ABC 1 ð0 1 1Þ 0 �1 1
� �

0.0344

�0:9537
0:0055
0:3005

2
4

3
5

ABC 2 ð0 1 1Þ 0 �1 1
� �

0.0344

0:0915
�0:0171
�0:9956

2
4

3
5

BCA 1 ð1 1 0Þ 1 �1 0
� �

0.0344
0:0034
0:3935
�0:9193

2
4

3
5

BCA 2 ð1 1 0Þ 1 �1 0
� �

0.0344

�0:0168
�0:9996
�0:0241

2
4

3
5

CAB 1 ð1 0 1Þ 1 0 �1
� �

0.0027
0:3006
�0:9537
�0:0001

2
4

3
5

CAB 2 ð1 0 1Þ 1 0 �1
� �

0.0027

�0:9958
0:0915
0:0003

2
4

3
5

Input parameters: at = 0.5128 nm, ct = 0.5224, am = 0.5203, bm = 0.5217, cm =
a Expression in the lattice axis system of the tetragonal parent phase.
b Expression in the orthonormal axis system bounded to the tetragonal l
Therefore we are looking for compatible four vari-

ants with fourfold symmetry which give common trans-

formation displacements essentially directed towards the

outside of the free surface which is not far from (001)t.

The main features of the martensite plates associated to

the three correspondences and calculated from the phe-
nomenological theory are given in Table 1; details of the

present calculations will be given in another paper. It is

nonetheless worth mentioning the results obtained here

are exactly the same than those reported by Kelly and

Rose, though the method used for calculations is differ-

ent. From each correspondence two kinds of variants

can be observed, which is seen with more clarity if the

components of habit plane normals (hpn) and shape
strain (ss) below 6/1000 are neglected (Table 2).

It has be shown that self accommodating pairs of var-

iants can be built from these elementary variants with

junction planes being simple (100)t, (010)t or (001)t
planes. Fig. 2 shows schematically these pairs and the

pairs deduced from fourfold symmetry, with their effect

on the free surface when this one is perpendicular to the

junction plane. From Fig. 2 and Table 2, it can be seen
that only the two situations ABC1 and BCA2 can pro-

vide the expected group of four variants. Indeed, in

these cases, the variants have shape strain directions

with a common large component along the ct axis and

a common free surface. The BCA2 four variants group

has the following approximate characteristics:
nces from results of Kelly and Rose [12] and present calculations using

Shape strainb Shape strain

amplitude

Shear

component

Volume

change

�0:0026
0:0028
0:1640

2
4

3
5 0.1640 0.1556 0.0518

0:1597
�0:0007
�0:0373

2
4

3
5 0.1640 0.1556 0.0518

0:00300
0:1751
0:0186

2
4

3
5 0.1761 0.1683 0.0518

�0:0004
�0:0558
0:1670

2
4

3
5 0.1761 0.1683 0.0518

0:1640
�0:0026
�0:0002

2
4

3
5 0.1640 0.1556 0.0518

�0:0373
0:1597
0:0001

2
4

3
5 0.1640 0.1556 0.0518

0.5388, b = 98.91�.

attice axis system.



Table 2

The two kinds of variants, for all correspondences

Type 1 Type 2

ABC1

�0:95
0

0:30

2
4

3
5
hpn

0

0

0:164

2
4

3
5
ss

ABC2

0:1
0

�0:99

2
4

3
5
hpn

0:160
0

�0:037

2
4

3
5
ss

BCA1

0

0:39
�0:92

2
4

3
5
hpn

0

0:175
0:019

2
4

3
5
ss

BCA2

�0:01
�0:99
�0:03

2
4

3
5
hpn

0

�0:056
0:167

2
4

3
5
ss

CAB1

0:30
�0:95

0

2
4

3
5
hpn

0:164
0

0

2
4

3
5
ssd

CAB2

�0:99
0:10
0

2
4

3
5
hpn

�0:037
0:160
0

2
4

3
5
ss

at

ABC1 

BCA1 

CAB1

b t

ABC2 

BCA2 

CAB2

ct

Fig. 2. Self accommodating variants pairs deduced from the various

correspondences and from the fourfold symmetry, with the effect on

the free surface perpendicular to the junction plane.

Variant 1

MatrixMatrix 

Free 
surface 

Displacement 
Variant 1 

Habit plane

ct 

bt

Variant 2

Fig. 3. Behaviour of variants 1 and 2 of correspondence BCA2, close

to the free surface.
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HP1 ¼
0

�0:99

�0:03

2
64

3
75; SS1 ¼

0

�0:056

0:167

2
64

3
75;

HP2 ¼
0

0:99

�0:03

2
64

3
75; SS2 ¼

0

0:056

0:167

2
64

3
75;

HP3 ¼
�0:99

0

�0:03

2
64

3
75; SS3 ¼

�0:056

0

0:167

2
64

3
75;

HP4 ¼
0:99

0

�0:03

2
64

3
75; SS4 ¼

0:056

0

0:167

2
64

3
75:

The behaviour between variants 1 and 2 close to the

surface is displayed in Fig. 3: to have the common com-

ponent of the displacement going out of the free surface,

the variant thickness must slightly increase when going

inside the crystal, which makes impossible the ends of
these variants inside the crystal without strain incompat-

ibilities. Moreover a quite large component of the dis-

placement is perpendicular to the junction plane (and

to the habit planes), implying large compression internal
strains, even close to the surface. This situation is there-

fore very unlikely to occur and is rejected. This choice is
comforted by the absence of experimental observations

in the literature of the BCA correspondence in the ceria

stabilized zirconia.

From the phenomenological theory, the ABC1 solu-

tion has the following accurate characteristics expressed

in the orthonormal axis system bounded to the tetrago-

nal lattice system:

Mpt ¼
1:00248 �0:00001 �0:00078

�0:00268 1:00002 0:00085

�0:15638 0:00089 1:04928

2
64

3
75;

HPpt ¼
�0:9538

0:0055

0:3006

2
64

3
75; SSpt ¼

�0:0026

0:0028

0:1640

2
64

3
75;

where Mpt is the matrix transforming a vector of the

parent phase into the same vector in the product phase,

HPpt is the habit plane normal and SSpt is the shape

strain vector. Neglecting the components below

6/1000, the ABC1 four variants have the following char-
acteristics (the shape strain vector is the same for the

four variants):
M1 ¼
1 0 0

0 1 0

0 �0:156 1:049

2
64

3
75; HP1 ¼

0

�0:954

0:301

2
64

3
75; SS¼

0

0

0:164

2
64

3
75;

M2 ¼
1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0:156 1:049

2
64

3
75; HP2 ¼

0

0:954

0:301

2
64

3
75;

M3 ¼
1 0 0

0 1 0

�0:156 0 1:049

2
64

3
75; HP3 ¼

�0:954

0

0:301

2
64

3
75;

M4 ¼
1 0 0

0 1 0

0:156 0 1:049

2
64

3
75; HP4 ¼

0:954

0

0:301

2
64

3
75:
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junction plane 
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variant 1 habit 
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Fig. 4. Simple arrangement of the four variants with correspondence

ABC1 when the free surface is (001)t.
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ct

V

Vo

O

U

Uo

U’
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O’ 

V’

Variant 3 Variant 4

Fig. 5. Spatial arrangement of Fig. 4 in 2D, and effect of the

inclination of the free surface in relation to ct.

Fig. 6. Elementary arrangement of variants observed by AFM, and

extracted traces of the habit and junction planes. The traces can be

reduced by translation to a simple diamond-like arrangement, where

the four {110}t type junction planes traces intersect at a common

point ðO0
1Þ.
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A simple arrangement of these four variants when the

free surface is (001)t is displayed in Fig. 4. All the inter-

faces matrix-martensite are habit planes and are un-

changed during the transformation. All the interfaces

between the variants are of the kind {100}t or {110}t
and are jointly elongated in the direction [001]t. Indeed,

in this arrangement, every point of these interfaces is

equidistant from the two involved variant habit planes

and therefore moves by the same amount. As a conse-

quence, all the volume change is exactly relaxed outside

of the free surface and no internal stresses at all are gen-

erated inside the volume. In fact, as the strain directions

are not exactly [001]t (Table 1), some internal strains are
expected to remain. This kind of self accommodated

group is therefore very likely to occur and is the good

candidate for explaining the present observations.
It finally worth noticing the proposed arrangement is

very similar to these observed in previous studies by

TEM on thin foils [15–17], where {100}t, {010}t and

{110}t type junction planes where observed, along with

habit planes of {103}t type and those derived from the
fourfold symmetry. However, in the mentioned refer-

ences, this arrangement was thought to be a feature spe-

cific of TEM thin foils. The very low thickness of thin

foils does not lead to the same restrictions for transfor-

mation strain accommodation in the volume. The

observed habit planes were nonetheless very close from

the ones calculated here.
Fig. 7. 3D spatial elementary arrangement of the ABC1 variants,

when ct is perpendicular to the free surface (left), and with an angle

between ct and the free surface (right).
4. Transformation induced relief calculation

4.1. Ideal case

The spatial arrangement of Fig. 4 can be detailed in

2D (Fig. 5) to precise the surface angles produced by

two opposite variants. On this figure the displacement

OO 0 common to variants 3 and 4 is given by
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0.164 · U0O and/or 0.164 · V0O. The displacement line-

arly decreases from points O to U (O–V) and from

points O to I. The angle between the free surfaces mod-

ified by the two variants can easily be deduced (17.7�).
AFM observations (e.g. Fig. 6) are close from expected

by this analysis, but never quite exactly. This is quite
logical considering that having the ct axis exactly per-

pendicular to the surface is a very particular case. In a

general case the ct axis could be away from the perpen-

dicular to the surface, the intersection of the variants

group with the free surface is no more a rectangle, and

the angles between the traces of the variant interfaces

no more 90� or 45�. Moreover, angles of the free sur-
Fig. 8. Comparison of the experimental traces and angular relationships betw

the model parameters. aij is the angle between the i and j faces of the relief, as n

of both the traces and the surface relief angles, when comparing observations

a direction normal to the free surface.
faces modified by the variants are no more 17.7�. This
can be schematically shown in Fig. 5 where a free sur-

face has been drawn away from (001)t; it is worth notic-

ing the displacement OO 0 is not modified by this

operation.

4.2. Prediction of the relief as a function of the free

surface axis inclination in relation to ct

AFM experimental observations perpendicular to the

surface can always be reduced as shown on the lower

schemes (Fig. 6) from ABCDO0
1O

0
2 to A0B0CDO0

1. This

reduction corresponds to the 3D picture of Fig. 7 (top
een variants and the calculations outputs obtained with the best fit of

umbered in the 2nd column. The best fit is determined the concordance

and calculations. AFMmicrograph and calculated shapes are plotted in
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left) when the free surface is (001)t. The four lines IA,

IB, IC and ID with IO are the limits of the four variants,

the surface relief is characterized by the five points A, B,

C, D, O 0; the displacement is completely defined if IO is

given, for example with IO = 1, OO 0 = 0.301 · 0.164 =

0.049. Let us now have a free surface axis inclined in
relation to ct but passing always through the point O.

The lines IA, IB, IC and ID remain the same but the

intersections with the free surface are now A 0, B 0 C 0

and D 0; O 0 is not changed (Fig. 7, top right). These

points characterise the new surface relief. The free sur-

face can be defined by the two angles c and d, as shown
in Fig. 7 (bottom). A Matcad calculation and 3D repre-

sentation have been built to display the set of four var-
iants in 3D as a function of c and d. From the view

perpendicular to the free surface, it is therefore possible

to compare with the corresponding AFM experimental

picture. The best adjust gives co and do which define

the free surface in the tetragonal axis system. This orien-

tation must be coherent with the angles between the four

faces of the relief. These angles can be calculated by

using the transformation matrices of the four variants
given above. Unfortunately, until now, no direct exper-

imental surface orientation has succeeded to compare

with the calculated ones, this point remaining a chal-

lenge for the future. Preliminary experiments by using

electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD) are under

consideration. The features of the microstructure (small

grain size) and the technique in itself do not allow

straightforward observations; this work is still under
progress.

4.3. Comparison of the calculations and the experimental

observations

Fig. 8 shows the comparison of the calculations with

the experimental observations for three different cases.

The Matcad calculations provide a 3D plot of the vari-
ants with both the traces at the free surface and the habit

planes in the volume, like in Fig. 7. In a first look, all the

arrangements seem very different. When reduced to their

simple trace, where the four junction planes of {110}t
type intersect at a common point (point O 0

1 of Fig. 6),

it appears that the two last cases are not so different.

The extracted traces are used for fitting the model

parameters (c and d) to the experimental observations.
It is worth mentioning the fit is done as a function of

the concordance of both the angles between the four

faces of the relief and the habit and junction planes

traces at the free surface. This adjustment provides the

values of the angles relationships between the opposed

faces of the relief, i.e. a12 and a34, which can be com-

pared with the experimental measurements. It is also

worth noticing the overall shape of the trace is much
more sensitive to input parameters variations than the

angles between the faces of the relief.
5. Influence of parameters variability

5.1. Lattice parameters

The lattice parameters were not measured directly in

this study. Values from the literature [18] were used as
input parameters for the calculations. To ensure this

choice was not arbitrary, simulations were run with dif-

ferent lattice parameters [19,20] (at = 0.5125 nm,

ct = 0.5220, am = 0.51928, bm = 0.52043, cm = 0.53617,

b = 98.8�),. The new values of the M and HP are,

respectively (e.g. for variant 3):

M3 ¼
1 0 0

0 1 0

�0:155 0 1:043

2
64

3
75; HP3 ¼

0:963

0

�0:268

2
64

3
75:

By comparison with the previous results, noticeable

differences are observed (e.g. volume increase decreased

from 0.049 to 0.043), in particular in the habit planes

indices. However, if the new values are used as input

parameters in the developed model, very small varia-

tions on the predicted angles are obtained and the traces

are nearly identical. The effect of the lattice parameters
variations was investigated for a wide range of configu-

rations, and resulting angle variations are found to be

less than ±0.1� (typically ±0.05�). These variations are

well within the experimental range of error, and thus

do not affect significantly the results presented here.

5.2. Surface preparation

The quality of the surface finish is obviously of prime

importance if highly reliable measurements are needed.

Since very low angles variations (typically 0.2–0.5�)
can be measured by AFM, it is important obtaining a

surface as flat as possible. Fortunately, it is possible

reaching excellent surface state with conventional pol-

ishing techniques in ceramics using diamond based

products. Surface roughnesses (Ra) of 2 nm are easily
reached. The angle variations on the untransformed

parts of the surroundings of relief features were system-

atically verified and found less than 0.5�, using analysis

surfaces of 500 nm · 500 nm. The typical depth of the

observed polishing scratches is 1–2 nm. Considering

the typical relief height increase (30–100 nm), it can be

considered there is no need for reaching better surface

finish.
5.3. Scanning direction

The influence of scanning direction was investigated,

so as to assess the experimental expected precision. The

same relief feature was imaged with three different scan-

ning directions (Fig. 9), i.e. �45�, 0� and 45�. The shapes



Fig. 9. Assessment of the scanning direction influence on the extracted traces of the variants arrangement.
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resulting from the intersection of the habit planes and the

free surface are extracted from the AFM images and

compared to each other. When aligned along (CD) and

on point D, a small rotation of the shape is observed.

However, if now the various shapes are aligned so as to

obtain the best fit, it can be seen that three of the sides

are very well superimposed. An influence of the scanning

direction on (CD) side is observed, with the (ADC) angle
exhibiting a 10� variation range. If this value seems to be

important, it is worth pointing out here the fit of the

model is made as a function of all the traces of surface

and relief and also the surface angles relationships. The

range of error obtained after all the comparison is there-

fore in the range of order of 1� and not 10�. This behav-
iour can be related to the shape of the AFM probes.

Nanosensor� silicon probes (CONT-R type) were used
in this study. These probes exhibit half cone angles of

20–25� along the direction of the cantilever axis, and

25–30� when seen from the side. An SEM image illustrat-

ing the anisotropy of the probe shape is shown in Fig. 10.

Depending on the scanning direction, the variation of the

half cone angle of the side in contact with the relief will
Fig. 10. SEM micrograph of the AFM cantilever and tip, showing the

tip shape anisotropy.
affect the images relief features by a simple convolution

effect. Moreover, the probes are degraded fairly rapidly

under use, so that the tip radius, originally announced

at 10 nm, increased up to much larger values, increasing

the convolution effect.
6. Complex features prediction and interpretation

The basic spatial arrangement described previously

can be successfully applied for explaining more complex

surface features observed experimentally.

6.1. Partial transformation

The first derivate arrangement observed by AFM is
illustrated in Fig. 11. This arrangement presents a four-

fold symmetry, with an untransformed part in the mid-

dle. The ABC1 correspondence characteristics can be

used to describe the spatial accommodation and vari-

ants arrangement below the surface. This interpretation

is plotted both in 3D and 2D in Fig. 11 for more clarity.

From the 2D plot, it can be observed all the transforma-

tion strain is accommodated. The two variants V1 and
V2 present a common junction plane similar to the fully

transformed arrangement described previously. V3 and

V4 are in a similar configuration, partially transformed.

The particularity of this configuration is the presence of

a residual untransformed volume of material, which is

surrounded by the four variants. The interfaces between

this portion and the variants are all habit planes de-

scribed previously. The displacement of the opposed
variant along the habit plane is constant, so that no

residual transformation induced stresses should be

expected in this configuration. This accommodation

explains why such a partial transformation is possible.
6.2. Secondary variants and variants impingement

So-called secondary variants and variants impinge-

mentwere also observed experimentally, as shown inFigs.

12 and 13. These secondary smaller variants pairs reflect



Fig. 11. Partial transformation and corresponding model of the spatial arrangement in the volume and in 2D. All the transformation induced strains

are accommodated along (001)t. The displacement is constant along the inner habit planes. The vertical scale of the 2D scheme is dilated for more

clarity. The original position of the inner habit planes is symbolized by the dashed lines.V3 and V4 are in a similar configuration than V1 and V2.

Fig. 12. Secondary variants growth.

Fig. 13. More complex martensitic features with variants

impingement.
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an evolution of the transformation penetration depth, as

sketched in Fig. 12. All the transformation strains are

fully accommodated by this arrangement. It is also worth
noticing that secondary variants are not bounded to the

position of the main variants pair�s junction plane. The

secondary variants can be translated along the at and bt
axes,withoutmodifying the transformation strain accom-

modation. When the translation along the b axis for

example is large enough, it will results in an apparent

impingement of variants groups, shown in Fig. 13. For

this last configuration, the origins of the two groups are
variants are two parallel segments below the surface.
6.3. L-shaped variants

When the three junction planes {1 0 0}t, {0 1 0}t
and {1 1 0}t intersect along a common line, L-shaped

arrangements described in Fig. 14 are observed.

Again, all the transformation strains are fully accom-

modated by this arrangement. The overall shape is

also modified when the ct axis and the free surface

normal are not exactly parallel. It is worth noticing

the variants find their origin in the volume along an

L-shape segment, which reflects exactly the surface
arrangement.



Fig. 14. L-shaped variants, obtained when the three potential junction

planes intersect along their common axis.
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Any more complex arrangement of surface relief pre-
senting a fourfold symmetry can be interpreted by a

combination of the arrangements described here, and

taking into account the inclination of the ct axis with re-

spect to the free surface.
7. Discussion

A statistical analysis of the average orientation rela-

tionship of the ct axis of the transformed grains to the

surface was performed, using the analysis developed

here. In this study, the martensitic transformation is

triggered by treatments in water vapour autoclave. In

this case, the transformation is initiated spontaneously

on the more favourable sites from an energetic point

of view. An example of the partially transformed surface
in the first stage of the aging treatment is shown in Fig.

1. It is clearly observed the only transformed zones pre-

sent all the same characteristics, i.e. their ct axis is nearly

normal to the free surface. Of all the analysed trans-

formed grains, the maximum orientation deviation of

the ct axis to the surface (c) is 30�. Factors affecting

the transformation behaviour of zirconia based ceramics

have now been widely investigated and documented. In
some cases, the nucleation conditions [21] have been

proposed for being the step controlling factor of trans-

formation. Residual stresses could also be of prime

importance. From the evidences provided here, it is
quite clear that for the particular case of 10 mol%

CeO2-TZP and also probably for different compositions

(considering the very small variations of lattice parame-

ters with the oxide content [22]) the factor controlling

the transformation is the degree of strain accommoda-

tion. If the ct axis is nearly perpendicular to the surface,
the transformation can proceed in the way described

here, so that all the transformation strain can be accom-

modated vertically by free surface relief increase.

However, if the transformation strain cannot be accom-

modated in the vertical direction, very large transforma-

tion induced stresses are expected, making the

transformation much less favourable to occur, as

observed experimentally.
Finally, it is worth noticing there are no firm rea-

sons for this behaviour being the same when the

stabilizing oxide is different. The habit planes and

transformation strains have proven to be very sensitive

to the lattice parameters. For yttria stabilised zirconia,

for which the transformation behaviour has been

widely documented, the lattice parameters are signifi-

cantly different; fourfold symmetry observations have
however been reported [8]. Such a high degree of

transformation strain accommodation is not expected,

so that other factors may control the transformation

sensitivity, like stabilizing oxide distribution, grain size

or residual stresses.
8. Conclusions

� Martensitic transformation induced relief in ceria sta-

bilized zirconia was investigated by atomic force

microscopy. The crystallographic phenomenological

theory was applied and a model for variants spatial

arrangement is proposed, based on crystallographic

arguments, for lattice correspondence ABC1 where

ct axis becomes cm axis. Volume change is exactly
relaxed outside of the free surface and no internal

stresses at all are generated inside the volume.

� Numerical calculations were conducted to predict

transformation induced relief with surface relief

angles relationships. Calculation results are found in

excellent agreement with the experimental observa-

tions and measurements of nanometer scale transfor-

mation induced relief. Particular attention was paid
to the limits of calculations and experimental meas-

urements precision.

� This analysis was used to describe quantitatively all

the relief features related to the correspondence

ABC1, with more complex spatial arrangement. It is

finally demonstrated that for 10 mol% CeO2-TZP,

the degree of transformation strain accommodation

is the controlling factor of the transformation, when
martensite formation is triggered by hydrothermal

treatment in water vapor autoclave.
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� It is finally worth mentioning the experimental proce-

dure described here could be applied to any type of

martensitic transformation, and is not limited to the

case of zirconia. AFM appears as an extremely pow-

erful and well adapted tool for investigated any kind

of phase transformation inducing a surface relief
modification. Clues are also given on the experimen-

tal limits of the technique, in particular in regards of

the precision that may be reached for measuring sur-

face angle relationships. Precise measurements

require a precise knowledge of the tip shape and

dimensional characteristics.
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